Who we are

Médicos del Mundo is an independent organization which works to extend the right to health to all people, especially those living in situations of poverty, gender inequality, social exclusion or those who are victims of human crises.

We are an international solidarity organization involved with vulnerable populations or victims of natural disasters, famine, disease, armed conflicts or political violence.

Defends the right of victims to receive medical attention ahead of all other considerations.

Our organization works not only in countries of the South but also with groups excluded from the welfare state, such as those who have difficulty accessing public health systems. We do not set out to create parallel systems of assistance, but to ensure that all people enjoy adequate health conditions, as is their right.

ASSISTANCE AND LOBBYING

Apart from taking care of people whose rights are under threat, we draw attention to the causes of injustice and pressure governments to overturn these situations.

Médicos del Mundo is an organization run by its voluntary partners who contribute to its financial support and make strategic decisions about the organization’s action.

WE ARE IN SPAIN

862 people associated (519 women and 343 men)

1,408 volunteers in Spain (1,042 women and 366 men)

59 volunteers in countries where we run international cooperation projects (36 women and 23 men)

55,082 loyal donors (28,979 women and 26,103 men)

1,102 public and private partners

746 paid staff (394 women and 352 men)

442 national staff in countries where we are running international cooperation projects (175 women and 267 men)

59 cooperating partners (36 women and 23 men)

148 workers in regional and agencies (121 women and 27 men)

99 people working at central offices (62 women and 37 men)
In 2017, the crisis of values that has followed the economic crisis has been openly unmasked. The contrast between what humanity needs to sustain its future and selfish leadership is enormous. It is as if the suffering of millions of people would have resulted in the persecution of personal, national, local objectives, ignoring the global route that identifies us as a planet, as human beings.

There are practically no host territories left. Those that could represent a refuge closed their doors under pretexts such as security. On the other hand, voices arise in civil society, from movements such as feminist or humanitarian ones, which advocate for a system change. Médicos del Mundo, through its work for the right to health, participates in this still incipient change of the social model in which, again, the important thing is people.

Once again this year, the fight against the Royal Decree-Law 16/2012 of alleged “sustainability of the health system” has been key in our work. On the positive side, we have achieved a pact in Congress that includes all political forces, except the Partido Popular, Ciudadanos, Unión del Pueblo Navarro y Foro Asturias.

We continue to work primarily on prostitution programmes, one of the greatest expressions of violence against women. We also work with homeless and migrant people, in the prevention of female genital mutilation - where we are a national reference for many local governments - and in education for social transformation, in neighborhoods where integration is key to health -in its broadest sense- of people.

In the international area, the scenarios of the migratory movement have been essential, such as Mesoamerica, Sahel and several countries in conflict (Syria, Ukraine, South Sudan), apart from our work in chronic crises such as that of the Occupied Palestinian Territories. With our International Network, which already accounts for more than a quarter of our activity, we have expanded interventions in famine and conflict contexts (Yemen and Nigeria).

In short, 2017 has been a year full of work that prepares us for the future, that future that we must certainly build together.

We are grateful to the volunteers, partners, supporters and public and private agencies who have offered us their help. Thank you for having enabled us to continue to defend the right to health.

During the edition of this Report, the president of the new Government, Pedro Sánchez, has announced the modification of the health legislation to once again offer coverage to all people living in Spain. It is an exceptional piece of news that benefits the whole community and also shows the effectiveness of the human rights activism.
In Spain

ADVOCACY
Five years after the approval of the Royal Decree-Law 16/2012, in 2017 we have continued to fight to recover at least the pre-conditions to that legislation. Together with the Network for Denouncing and Resisting the Royal Decree-Law 16/2012 (REDER), we have achieved a Political and Social Pact with all parliamentary groups, except the Popular Party and Citizens, to recover universal health coverage. We also published two reports: “Five myths for five years of health exclusion” and “Civil society against health exclusion. Defend our health”.

We have continued a strong line of work on access to medicines, whose role in the sustainability of public systems and the family economy will be fundamental in the coming years. We participate in campaigns such as It’s not healthy or The price of life.

In addition, with campaigns such as People who move and Hear Syria we call attention to the advantages of integration, bringing people closer to the concept of global citizenship.

Once again this year, Médicos del Mundo and Medicusmundi published the 2017 Report. Health in Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Action.

SOCIAL INCLUSION
Médicos del Mundo works so that people in situation of social exclusion and those most vulnerable can exercise their right to health. Migrants, people in situation of prostitution, homeless people, drug users and women and girls at risk of mutilating their genitals are the main groups to whom we direct our actions.

To achieve our goals, working in network is essential, especially at European level. This is the case of the European Network END FGM, which presented this year an online training platform on genital mutilation for professionals working with women and girls affected or at risk of suffering this practice. We are also a very active part of the European Network to Reduce Vulnerabilities in Health.

The training of people is important. In 2017 we carried out 5,185 individual workshops and 11,992 educational activities and more than 10,000 people attended our group workshops. 757 people belonging to the groups to whom we address ourselves have received training to be able to defend their rights by themselves and 286 have been trained as health agents.

In order to promote positive attitudes towards migrants among young people and encourage their participation in social change, we have continued the education programme for social transformation called A world in movement, a matter of law, with more than 1,600 secondary school students from 11 autonomous communities. Finally, through the campaign A high school without rumors, we have opted to combat erroneous stereotypes about migration in high schools.
IN SPAIN

63,537 | Social, health and psychological interventions

17,603 | people assisted (12,921 women and 4,682 men, including 574 transexual women and 45 transexual men)

119 | social inclusion projects

9 | advocacy projects

45 | education projects for social transformation

30,978 attentions to 9,133 people in situation of prostitution (8,805 women and 328 men)

8,562 attentions to 1,708 people drug users (458 women and 1,250 men)

13,939 attentions to 6,919 immigrant people (3,998 women and 2,921 hombres)

1,271 homeless (247 women and 1,024 men) have used 22,514 times the services of the heat / coffee room, meals / dinners, personal hygiene, wardrobe, showers, washing machine and hairdresser

68 attentions to 658 personas (564 women and 94 men) care to prevent female genital mutilation
2017 has been a year of intense work in the international area. The different scenarios of the migratory movement, such as Mesoamerica, the Sahel and several countries in conflict (Syria, Ukraine or South Sudan), have been an essential part of our work.

With our international network - which already accounts for more than a quarter of our activity - we complete the picture by expanding our interventions in the progressive famine and conflict contexts such as those in Yemen and Nigeria. We continue to prioritize chronic crises, such as the one in the Palestinian Occupied Territories or the Saharawi Refugee Camps in Tindouf.

70% of our efforts are dedicated to cooperation programs. This year we have developed a new integral strategy in Mesoamerica, which, together with Medecins du Monde France, allows us to carry out a global work in accordance with our principles and projected from and with the field offices. Our primary objectives are sexual and reproductive health and the fight against violence, as well as equitable access to health for the most vulnerable populations. We work for universal public health coverage with a focus on gender and human rights.

In 2017 we have denounced the flagrant insecurity of health teams in conflict contexts before several United Nations forums and campaigns such as Targets of the World. The humanitarian space is reduced to us, and it is not by chance. We have participated in international forums on migration and the relocation of aid, involving ourselves in the implementation of the Grand Bargain, which favors the direct financing of local NGO, since they are the ones that first react to natural disasters and conflicts.

A new initiative has been developed with two projects from the European Union Volunteer Aid program, with the aim of preserving life, avoiding and alleviating suffering and safeguarding human dignity, as well as strengthening the capacity and resilience of vulnerable communities or affected by catastrophes in developing countries. In particular, the preparation and reduction of catastrophe risks and the strengthening of the link between emergency aid, rehabilitation and development have been emphasized. Médicos del Mundo Spain leads the two projects, carried out in consortium with several delegations of the International Network of Médicos del Mundo.
### INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Development Cooperation Projects</th>
<th>1,836,260 People Directly Involved in Our Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries/Territories</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated National Organizations</td>
<td>135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Indirectly Involved in Our Projects</td>
<td>11,751,286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF DOCTORS OF THE WORLD

The international network of Doctors of The World links 15 organizations which have a joint goal of healing and bearing witness.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION PROJECTS
DELEGATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL NETWORK

Ärzte der Welt Alemania
www.aerztederwelt.org
Médicos del Mundo Argentina
www.mdm.org.ar
Médecins du Monde Bélgica
www.medecinsdumonde.be
Médecins du Monde Canadá
www.medecinsdumonde.ca/fr/
Médicos del Mundo España
www.medicosdelmundo.org
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK

146 international projects in 60 countries

194 national programs in 15 countries

Doctors of the World Estados Unidos
www.doctoroftheworld.org

Médecins du Monde Francia
www.medecinsdumonde.org

Γιατροί του Κόσμου Grecia
www.mdmgreece.gr

世界の医療団 Japón
www.mdm.or.jp

Médecins du Monde Luxemburgo
www.medecinsdumonde.lu/

Dokters van de Wereld Países Bajos
www.doktersvandewereld.org

Médicos do Mundo Portugal
www.medicosdomundo.pt

Doctors of the World Reino Unido
www.doctoroftheworld.org.uk

Läkare i världen Suecia
www.lakareivarlden.se/

Médecins du Monde Suiza
www.medecinsdumonde.ch
2017 Financial report
MÉDICOS DEL MUNDO - SPAIN

How we get our funding

- **48.4%** PRIVATE **11.2 M€**
- **51.6%** PUBLIC **11.9 M€**

**TOTAL** **23.1 M€**

- **19%** INTERNATIONAL **4.4 M€**
- **14%** REGIONAL GOVERNMENTS **3.1 M€**
- **13%** CENTRAL GOVERNMENT **3.0 M€**
- **1%** TOWN AND CITY COUNCILS **0.8 M€**
- **2%** PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS **0.4 M€**
- **8%** SUBSIDIES AND PRIVATE ENTITIES **0.4 M€**
- **1%** ONE-OFF DONATIONS **1.9 M€**
- **39%** MEMBERS AND COLLABORATORS **8.9 M€**
- **4%** MEMBERS AND COLLABORATORS **0.8 M€**

How we spend our funds

- **76%** MISSIONS **17.6 M€**
- **14%** FUNDRAISING **3.1 M€**
- **10%** ACTIVITY SUPPORT **2.2 M€**

**TOTAL** **22.9 M€**

- **48%** DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AND HUMANITARIAN AID **11.2 M€**
- **14%** MAINSTREAMING, ADVOCACY AND LEARNING **0.6 M€**
- **14%** GRASSROOTS BUILDING **1.9 M€**
- **15%** SOCIAL INCLUSION **3.4 M€**
- **8%** EDUCATION FOR DEVELOPMENT **0.5 M€**
- **2%** ACTIVITY SUPPORT **0.2 M€**
- **3%** FUNDRAISING **0.3 M€**
- **10%** TOTAL **2.2 M€**

**M€ = MILLION EUROS**
Your help can change lives. By supporting Médicos del Mundo you are helping to improve health access for everyone, vulnerable, excluded or victims of natural catastrophes, famines, diseases, armed conflicts or political violence.

MAKE A DONATION
Help us in an ongoing way by making a regular or a temporary donation. You can do so by filling in the simple form at our website www.medicosdelmundo.org, by calling + 34 91 567 86 01 / + 34 902 286 286 or by sending an email to: ayuda@medicosdelmundo.org

LEAVE A LEGACY
Contact us by phone on + 34 91 567 86 01 / + 34 902 286 286 if you intend leaving a legacy or making a will. You can also write to herencias@medicosdelmundo.org
We will advise you on any legal aspect necessary to include Médicos del Mundo in your will.

GIVE YOUR TIME:
BECOME A VOLUNTEER
Médicos del Mundo is a voluntary organization, a place for action and participation where you can help change an unjust reality. Volunteers act and take action to defend the rights of the most disadvantaged and those excluded from accessing the public health system. To become a volunteer get in touch with your nearest office or send an email to: voluntariado@medicosdelmundo.org

SPREAD THE WORD
You can also help us tell your friends about our campaigns, subscribe to our newsletters or send us your comments and suggestions.
You can visit us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, on our blogs and on our Youtube channel.

Will you help us spread the word?

You can check the complete memory at:
www.medicosdelmundo.es/memorias/2017
MÉDICOS DEL MUNDO
CENTRAL OFFICE
Conde de Vilches 15, 28028 Madrid / Phone +34 915 436 033
informacion@medicosdelmundo.org
www.medicosdelmundo.org

REGIONAL OFFICES

ANDALUCÍA
Bajos del Puente Cristo de la Expiración s/n. 41001 Sevilla / Phone +34 954 908 288
sevilla@medicosdelmundo.org
Almería Representation
Juan de la Encina 2, bajo 4. 04006 Almería / Phone +34 950 252 432
almeria@medicosdelmundo.org
Málaga Representation
Cruz Verde 16, 29013 Málaga / Phone +34 952 252 377
malaga@medicosdelmundo.org

ARAGÓN
San Blas 60. 50003 Zaragoza / Phone +34 976 404 940
aragon@medicosdelmundo.org
Huesca Representation
Plaza San Pedro 5, 1º C. 22001 Huesca / Phone +34 974 229 210
huesca@medicosdelmundo.org

ASTURIAS
Plaza Barthe Aza 6, bajo. 33009 Oviedo / Phone +34 985 207 815
asturias@medicosdelmundo.org

CANARIAS
Tomas Morales 59, 1ª planta. 35004 Las Palmas de Gran Canaria / Phone +34 928 367 100
canarias@medicosdelmundo.org
Tenerife Representation
 Castillo 62, 1º. 38003 Santa Cruz de Tenerife / Phone +34 922 248 936
tenerife@medicosdelmundo.org
Lanzarote Representation
Plaza de la Constitución 9, 1ºJ. 35500 Arrecife / Phone +34 928 805 555
lanzarote@medicosdelmundo.org

CASTILLA-LA MANCHA
Plaza de Santa Bárbara 3. 45006 Toledo / Phone +34 925 222 312
castillalamancha@medicosdelmundo.org
Albacete Representation
La Casa de la Solidaridad. Alcalde Conangla 70. 02002 Albacete / Móvil +34 609 744 791
albacete@medicosdelmundo.org

CASTILLA Y LEÓN
Valladolid Representation
Mariano José de Larra 42 (Acceso por Villanueva). 47013 Valladolid / Phone +34 983 583 463
castillayleon@medicosdelmundo.org

CATALUÑA
Erasme de Janer 8, despacho 2. 08001 Barcelona / Phone +34 932 892 715
catalunya@medicosdelmundo.org

COMUNIDAD DE MADRID
Juan Montalvo 6, 28040 Madrid / Phone +34 913 156 094
madrid.ca@medicosdelmundo.org

COMUNIDAD VALENCIANA
Carriceros 14, bajo izda. 46001 Valencia / Phone +34 963 916 767
valencia@medicosdelmundo.org
Alicante Representation
Romeu Palazuelos 8, bajo. 03013 Alicante / Phone +34 965 259 630
alicante@medicosdelmundo.org

EUSKADI
Bailén 1. 48003 Bilbao / Phone +34 944 790 322
euskadi@medicosdelmundo.org

EXTREMADURA
Mérida Representation
Almendralejo 16 A, 1ª planta. 06800 Mérida, Badajoz / Móvil +34 683 659 368
extremadura@medicosdelmundo.org

GALICIA
Rua Galeras 13, 2ª, oficinas 6 y 7. 15705 Santiago de Compostela, A Coruña / Phone +34 981 578 182
galicia@medicosdelmundo.org
Vigo Representation
Illas Baleares 15, bajo. 36203 Vigo, Pontevedra / Phone +34 986 484 301
vigo@medicosdelmundo.org
A Coruña office
Centro de Información a la Mujer del Barrio de las Flores. Rúa Hortensias, s/n. 15008 A Coruña / Phone +34 981 171 465

ISLAS BALEARES
Ricardo Ankerman 1, bajos. 07006 Palma de Mallorca / Phone +34 971 751 342
illesbalears@medicosdelmundo.org
Ibiza Representation
Edificio Plaza, Galicia 9-11, local 10. 07800 Ibiza / Móvil +34 628 467 378
ibiza@medicosdelmundo.org

MELILLA Project
Av. Cándido Lobera 3, 1º dcha. 52001 Melilla / Phone +34 951 574 947
silvia.madejon@medicosdelmundo.org

NAVARRA
Aralar 42, bajo. 31004 Pamplona / Phone +34 948 207 340
navarra@medicosdelmundo.org

+ 34 91 567 86 01 | + 34 902 286 286 | www.medicosdelmundo.org